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The Search For Modern China
Since the early 1980s, China's rapid economic growth and social transformation have greatly altered the role of popular religion in
the country. This book makes a new contribution to the research on the phenomenon by examining the role which popular religion
has played in modern Chinese politics. Popular Religion in Modern China uses Nuo as an example of how a popular religion has
been directly incorporated into the Chinese Community Party's (CCP) policies and how the religion functions as a tool to maintain
socio-political stability, safeguard national unification and raise the country's cultural 'soft power' in the eyes of the world. It
provides rich new material on the interplay between contemporary Chinese politics, popular religion and economic development in
a rapidly changing society.
In this complete guide to modern China, Michael Dillon takes students through its social, political and economic changes, from the
Qing Empire, through the civil war and the Communist state, to its incarnation as a hybrid capitalist superpower. Key features of
the new edition include: - A brand new chapter on the Xi Jinping premiership - Coverage of the recent developments in Hong Kong
- Unique analysis of Tibet and Xinjiang - Teaching aides including biographies of leading figures, timelines and a glossary Clearly
and compelling written, this textbook is essential for any student of the history or politics of modern China.
This short history of China includes a new preface, additional illustrations and a more reader-friendly format.
This lively and elegant book by the acclaimed historian Jonathan D. Spence reconstructs an extraordinary episode in the early
intercourse between Europe and China. It is the story of John Hu, a lowly but devout Chinese Catholic, who in 1722 accompanied
a Jesuit missionary on a journey to France--a journey that ended with Hu's confinement in a lunatic asylum. At once a triumph of
historical detective work and a gripping narrative, The Question of Hu deftly probes the collision of tw ocultures, with their different
definitions of faith, madness, and moral obligation.
During 1938, a flood of Chinese refugees displaced by the Anti-Japanese War (1937-1945) converged on the central Yangzi valley
tricity complex of Wuhan. This text tells the full story of Wuhan's defense and fall, and how the siege's aftermath led to new
directions in the history of modern Chinese culture society, and politis.
"A compelling year-long narrative of America's response to the fall of Chiang Kai-shek and Nationalist China in 1949, and Mao
Zedong and the Communist Party's rise to power, forever altering the world's geopolitical map"--Provided by publisher.
The Search for Modern ChinaW. W. Norton & Company
A collection of essays on architecture of modern China, arranged chronologically covering a period from 1729 to 2008, focusing
mainly on the twentieth century. The distinctive feature of this book is a blending of ‘critical’ and ‘historical’ research, taking a
long-range perspective transcending the current scene and the Maoist period. This is a short, elegant book that condenses the
wide subject matter into key topics.

The story of three generations in twentieth-century China that blends the intimacy of memoir and the panoramic sweep of
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eyewitness history—a bestselling classic in thirty languages with more than ten million copies sold around the world, now
with a new introduction from the author. An engrossing record of Mao’s impact on China, an unusual window on the
female experience in the modern world, and an inspiring tale of courage and love, Jung Chang describes the
extraordinary lives and experiences of her family members: her grandmother, a warlord’s concubine; her mother’s
struggles as a young idealistic Communist; and her parents’ experience as members of the Communist elite and their
ordeal during the Cultural Revolution. Chang was a Red Guard briefly at the age of fourteen, then worked as a peasant, a
“barefoot doctor,” a steelworker, and an electrician. As the story of each generation unfolds, Chang captures in gripping,
moving—and ultimately uplifting—detail the cycles of violent drama visited on her own family and millions of others caught
in the whirlwind of history.
As China has evolved into an economic superpower, interest in its culture and current place in the world has skyrocketed;
China Studies are now taught in almost every college or university in the U.S., as well as in many junior high and high
schools. Covering modern China, not just Chinese culture from an historical perspective, this important new book fills a
sizeable gap in the literature. Originating as a Carnegie Whitney Award-winning book project, Ye’s research guide goes
beyond a mere list of print resources to reflect the predominant role of digital resources in the changing landscape of
scholarly research, teaching critical information literacy concepts and skills in the field of China Studies by Sketching in
basic facts and figures of Chinese history and culture from antiquity to the present Detailing key English- and Chineselanguage resources in literature, government, statistics, art, film, history, philosophy, religion, economics, law, politics,
and more Offering strategies for finding research sources like articles and dissertations, as well as primary sources such
as government documents and archives Including guidance on how to acquire print and electronic resources in Chinese
This richly detailed, up-to-date work will guide researchers at all levels to the most important resources in the field of
Modern China Studies.
The book offers a new approach to the discussion on the issue of Chinese national identity, providing new insights in how
identity is constructed and contested. These issues are of vital concern for the understanding of contemporary China and
its national consciousness.
In A Cultural History of Modern Science in China, Elman has retold the story of the Jesuit impact on late imperial China,
circa 1600-1800, and the Protestant era in early modern China from the 1840s to 1900 in a concise and accessible form
ideal for the classroom.
Covering more than four centuries of Chinese history, this work chronicles the various dynasties, the ideas of reformist
Confucian scholars, and China's poets, novelists, artists, students, and leaders
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In this dazzling blend of history, literature and politics, the world's pre-eminent historian of China, gets to the heart of the
complex personality of Chairman Mao Zedong. Steeped in Chinese politics and culture, Spence penetrates Mao's
rhetoric and infamous self-will to distil an intimate portrait of a man as withdrawn and mysterious as the emperors he
disdained. How did this farm boy from the remote Hunan province, with a haphazard education and unexceptional
talents, evolve from a rebel youth cutting off his braided queue and refusing the 'legalized rape' of a bourgeois marriage
to the Iron hand that devastated millions for so long? Spence masterfully illuminates a man who, at a watershed moment
in history, turned the classic Chinese concept of reform through reversal into an endless adventure in upheaval and
examines why he is still remembered with hate, awe and even reverence.
What is "Chinese” about China’s modern state? This book proposes that the state we see today has developed over the
past two centuries largely as a response to internal challenges emerging from the late empire. Well before the Opium
War, Chinese confronted such constitutional questions as: How does the scope of political participation affect state
power? How is the state to secure a share of society’s wealth? In response to the changing demands of the age, this
agenda has been expressed in changing language. Yet, because the underlying pattern remains recognizable, the
modernization of the state in response to foreign aggression can be studied in longer perspective. The author offers three
concrete studies to illustrate the constitutional agenda in action: how the early nineteenth-century scholar-activist Wei
Yuan confronted the relation between broadened political participation and authoritarian state power; how the reformist
proposals of the influential scholar Feng Guifen were received by mainstream bureaucrats during the 1898 reform
movement; and how fiscal problems of the late empire formed a backdrop to agricultural collectivization in the 1950s. In
each case, the author presents the "modern” constitutional solution as only the most recent answer to old Chinese
questions. The book concludes by describing the transformation of the constitutional agenda over the course of the
modern period.
"Like everything else written by Jonathan Spence, The Chan's Great Continent is an absolute must-read for anyone
interested in China. Spence is one of the greatest Sinologists of our time, and his work is both authoritative and highly
readable." —Los Angeles Times Book Review China has transfixed the West since the earliest contacts between these
civilizations. With his characteristic elegance and insight, Jonathan Spence explores how the West has understood China
over seven centuries. Ranging from Marco Polo's own depiction of China and the mighty Khan, Kublai, in the 1270s to
the China sightings of three twentieth-century writers of acknowledged genius-Kafka, Borges, and Calvino-Spence
conveys Western thought on China through a remarkable array of expression. Peopling Spence's account are Iberian
adventurers, Enlightenment thinkers, spinners of the dreamy cult of Chinoiserie, and American observers such as Bret
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Harte, Mark Twain, Ezra Pound, and Eugene O'Neill. Taken together, these China sightings tell us as much about the
self-image of the West as about China. "Wonderful. . . . Spence brilliantly demonstrates [how] generation after generation
of Westerners [have] asked themselves, 'What is it . . . that held this astonishing, diverse, and immensely populous land
together?' "--New York Times Book Review
No country on earth has suffered a more bitter history in modern times than China. In the second half of the nineteenth century, it
was viewed as doomed to extinction. Its imperial rulers, heading an anachronistic regime, were brought low by enormous revolts,
shifting social power patterns, republican revolutionaries, Western incursions to "split the Chinese melon" and a disastrous defeat
by Japan. The presence of predatory foreigners has often been blamed for China's troubles, but the much greater cause came
from within China itself. In the early twentieth century, the empire was succeeded by warlordism on a massive scale, internal
divisions, incompetent rule, savage fighting between the government and the Communists, and a fourteen-year invasion from
Japan. Four years of civil war after 1945 led to the Maoist era, with its purges and repression; the disastrous Great Leap Forward;
a famine that killed tens of millions; and the Cultural Revolution. Yet from this long trauma, China has emerged amazingly in the
last three decades as an economic powerhouse set to play a major global political role, its future posing one of the great questions
for the twenty-first century as it grapples with enormous internal challenges. Understanding how that transformation came about
and what China constitutes today means understanding its epic journey since 1850 and recognizing how the past influences the
present. Jonathan Fenby tells this turbulent story with brilliance and insight, spanning a unique historical panorama, with an
extraordinary cast of characters and a succession of huge events. As Confucius said, To see the future, one must grasp the past.
The leading textbook by the leading scholar. This text, the classic introduction to modern China for students and general readers,
emerged from Spence's highly successful introductory course at Yale, in which he traced the beginnings of modern China to
internal developments beginning in the early 17th century. Strong on social and political history, as well as Chinese culture and its
intersections with politics, this paperback is a longstanding leader in the survey course on modern China.
Providing historical insights essential to the understanding of contemporary China, this text presents a nation's story of trauma and
growth during the early twentieth century. It explains how China's defeat by Japan in 1895 prompted an explosion of radical reform
proposals and the beginning of elite Chinese disillusionment with the Qing government. The book explores how this event also
prompted five decades of efforts to strengthen the state and the nation, democratize the political system, and build a fairer and
more unified society. Peter Zarrow weaves narrative together with thematic chapters that pause to address in-depth themes
central to China's transformation. While the book proceeds chronologically, the chapters in each part examine particular aspects of
these decades in a more focused way, borrowing from methodologies of the social sciences, cultural studies, and empirical
historicism. Essential reading for both students and instructors alike, it draws a picture of the personalities, ideas and processes by
which a modern state was created out of the violence and trauma of these decades.
"Does what it sets out to do and serves as a Chinese history text teenagers might actually read." —Asian Review of Books on
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Division to Unification in Imperial China The fourth volume in the Understanding China Through Comics series covers the
stunningly productive Ming dynasty and its fall to the Manchus under the Qing, the last Chinese dynasty. The book also addresses
Wang Yangming's School of Mind and the painful process of modernization and conflict with the West and Japan, including the
Opium Wars and the Boxer Rebellion. Includes timeline. Jing Liu is a Beijing- and Davis, CA–based designer and entrepreneur
who uses his artistry to tell the story of China.
In 1728 a stranger handed a letter to Governor Yue calling on him to lead a rebellion against the Manchu rulers of China. Feigning
agreement, he learnt the details of the plot and immediately informed the Emperor, Yongzheng. The ringleaders were captured
with ease, forced to recant and, to the confusion and outrage of the public, spared. Drawing on an enormous wealth of
documentary evidence - over a hundred and fifty secret documents between the Emperor and his agents are stored in Chinese
archives - Jonathan Spence has recreated this revolt of the scholars in fascinating and chilling detail. It is a story of unwordly
dreams of a better world and the facts of bureaucratic power, of the mind of an Emperor and of the uses of his mercy.
This book is the only comprehensive book on modern China's intellectual history.
This Book Studies All Aspects Of Chinese History From The Very Beginning To Date. It Is Written In Very Easy Language And
Lucid Style. It Depicts As To How China Has Become One Of The Most Dominant Powers Of The World. The Book Highlights
Chinese Culture, Its Religion, Its View Of War And Military, Its Attitudes Towards Other Cultures And The Development Of Society
From Prehistoric To Modern Times. Role Of Communist Party Of China, Basic Features Of Constitution Of China And Details Of
Communist Rule Of China Have Been Given In Detail.The Topics Covered Are : A Brief Survey Of Chinese History, Its
Educational System Career, Political Ideas Of Mao-Tse-Tung, Sino-Soviet Relations Before And After Indo-China Border Conflict,
China S Relations With U.S.A. And Western Powers And With Third World Countries And U.N.O., Sino-Indian Relations And Tibet,
China After Mao And China S 21St Century Progress And Development, Position Of Present China And Its Comparison With
India, Taiwan And Its Relation With Macao And Hong Kong. Thus, This Book Will Prove Very Useful For Students Of B.A. (Hons.)
And M.A. And For Various Competitive Examinations And For General Readers.
A tale of battling armies, political intrigue, star-crossed romance, and historical cataclysm, The Peach Blossom Fan is one of the
masterpieces of Chinese literature, a vast dramatic composition that combines the range and depth of a great novel with the swift
intensity of film. In the mid-1640s, famine sweeps through China. The Ming dynasty, almost 300 years old, lurches to a bloody
end. Peking falls to the Manchus, the emperor hangs himself, and Ming loyalists take refuge in the southern capital of Nanking.
Two valiant generals seek to defend the city, but nothing can overcome the corruption, decadence, and factionalism of the court in
exile. The newly installed emperor cares for nothing but theater, leaving practical matters to the insidious Ma Shih-ying. Ma’s
crony Juan Ta-ch’eng is as unscrupulous an operator as he is sophisticated a poet. He diverts resources from the starving troops
in order to stage a spectacular production of his latest play. History, however, has little time for make-believe, though the earnest
members of the Revival Club, centered on the handsome young scholar Hou Fang-yü and his lover Fragrant Princess, struggle to
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discover a happy ending.

Amongst the Chinese exists great cultural variety and diversity. The Cantonese care more for profit than face and are
good businessmen, whereas Fujian R‚n are frank, blunt and outspoken but daring and generous. Beijing R‚n are more
aristocratic and well-mannered, having stayed in a city ruled by emperors of different dynasties. Shanghai R‚n are more
enterprising, adventurous and materialistic but less aristocratic, having been at the center of pre-war gangsterism.
Hainan R‚n are straightforward, blunt and stubborn. Hunan R‚n are more warlike and have produced more marshals and
generals than any other province.Pioneers of Modern China is a fascinating book that paints a vivid picture of the unique
cultural characteristics and behavior of the Chinese in the various provinces. Using leaders in the modern history of
China, such as Sun Yat Sen, Chiang Kai Shek, Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai, Deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin, Hu Jintao and
Wen Jiabao as representatives, it offers an in-depth look into the psyche of the Chinese people. It also pays tribute to
writers, painters and kungfu experts, who have helped to develop the country socially and artistically.
Featuring over 140 Chinese and non-Chinese contributors, this landmark volume, edited by David Der-wei Wang,
explores unconventional forms as well as traditional genres, emphasizes Chinese authors’ influence on foreign writers
as well as China’s receptivity to outside literary influences, and offers vibrant contrasting voices and points of view.
China today is never out of the news: from human rights controversies and the continued legacy of Tiananmen Square,
to global coverage of the Beijing Olympics, and the Chinese 'economic miracle'. It seems a country of contradictions: a
peasant society with some of the world's most futuristic cities, heir to an ancient civilization that is still trying to find a
modern identity. This Very Short Introduction offers the reader with no previous knowledge of China a variety of ways to
understand the world's most populous nation, giving a short, integrated picture of modern Chinese society, culture,
economy, politics and art. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a
new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Studies China's "Ethnic classification project" (minzu shibie) of 1954, conducted in Yunnan province.
Revolution and Its Past is a comprehensive study of China from the last quarter of the eighteenth century through to
2018. A fascinating and dramatic narrative, the book compels interest both as a history of an ancient civilization
developing into a modern nation-state and as an account of how the Chinese as a people have struggled and continue to
work to find their identity in the modern world. Beginning in the last two decades of the reign of the Qianlong emperor
(1736–1795), the book provides a baseline that allows readers to understand China’s rapid decline in the nineteenth and
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part of the twentieth century, and extends into the present day, a time when China has the second largest economy in the
world and aims to become a leading global power by 2050. The vast changes that have swept over China between these
times are probed through the lens of the broad and important theme of "identities." This fourth edition has been updated
throughout, providing a more thorough examination of recent history since 1960, and increasing coverage of such topics
as "new Qing history," frontier and ethnicity, women and their roles, environmental concerns and issues, and
globalization. Supported by maps, images, tables, online eResources and suggestions for further reading, and written in
an engaging, concise, and authoritative style, Revolution and Its Past is the ideal textbook for all students of the history of
modern China.
This work offers the first systematic analysis of writings on modern Chinese history by historians in China from the early
twentieth century to the present. It traces the construction of major interpretive schemes, the evolution of dominant
historical narratives, and the unfolding of debates on the most controversial issues in different periods. Placing historywriting in the context of political rivalry and ideological contestation, Huaiyin Li explicates how the historians’ dedication
to faithfully reconstructing the past was compromised by their commitment to an imagined trajectory of history that fit their
present-day agenda and served their needs of political legitimation. Beginning with an examination of the contrasting
narratives of revolution and modernization in the Republican period, the book scrutinizes changes in the revolutionary
historiography after 1949, including its disciplinization in the 1950s and early 1960s and radicalization in the rest of the
Mao era. It further investigates the rise of the modernization paradigm in the reform era, the crises of master narratives
since the late 1990s, and the latest development of the field. Central to the author’s analysis is the issue of truth and
falsehood in historical representation. Li contends that both the revolutionary and modernization historiographies before
1949 reflected historians’ lived experiences and contained a degree of authenticity in mirroring the historical processes
of their own times. In sharp contrast, both the revolutionary historiography of the Maoist era and the modernization
historiography of the reform era were primarily products of historians’ ideological commitment, which distorted and
concealed the past no less than revealed it. In search of a more effective approach to rewriting modern Chinese history,
Reinventing Modern China proposes a within-time, open-ended perspective, which allows for different directions in
interpreting the events in modern China and views modern Chinese history as an unfinished process remaining to be
defined as the country entered the twenty-first century.
Throughout this lively and concise historical account of Mao Zedong’s life and thought, Rebecca E. Karl places the
revolutionary leader’s personal experiences, social visions and theory, military strategies, and developmental and foreign
policies in a dynamic narrative of the Chinese revolution. She situates Mao and the revolution in a global setting informed
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by imperialism, decolonization, and third worldism, and discusses worldwide trends in politics, the economy, military
power, and territorial sovereignty. Karl begins with Mao’s early life in a small village in Hunan province, documenting his
relationships with his parents, passion for education, and political awakening during the fall of the Qing dynasty in late
1911. She traces his transition from liberal to Communist over the course of the next decade, his early critiques of the
subjugation of women, and the gathering force of the May 4th movement for reform and radical change. Describing
Mao’s rise to power, she delves into the dynamics of Communist organizing in an overwhelmingly agrarian society, and
Mao’s confrontations with Chiang Kaishek and other nationalist conservatives. She also considers his marriages and
romantic liaisons and their relation to Mao as the revolutionary founder of Communism in China. After analyzing Mao’s
stormy tenure as chairman of the People’s Republic of China, Karl concludes by examining his legacy in China from his
death in 1976 through the Beijing Olympics in 2008.
“Chronicles reforms, revolutions, and wars through the lens of institutions, often rebutting Western impressions...[And]
warns against thinking of China’s economic success as proof of a unique path without contextualizing it in historical
specifics.” —New Yorker “This thoughtful, probing interpretation is a worthy successor to the famous histories of Fairbank
and Spence and will be read by all students and scholars of modern China.” —William C. Kirby, coauthor of Can China
Lead? It is tempting to attribute the rise of China’s to recent changes in political leadership and economic policy. But
China has had a long history of creative adaptation and it would be a mistake to think that its current trajectory began
with Deng Xiaoping. In the mid-eighteenth century, when the Qing Empire reached the height of its power, China
dominated a third of the world’s population. Then, as the Opium Wars threatened the nation’s sovereignty and the
Taiping Rebellion ripped the country apart, China found itself verging on free fall. In the twentieth century China managed
a surprising recovery, rapidly undergoing profound economic and social change, buttressed by technological progress. A
dynamic story of crisis and recovery, failures and triumphs, Making China Modern explores the versatility and
resourcefulness that has guaranteed China’s survival in the past, and is now fueling its future.
In the twenty-first century, China has emerged as the leading challenger to U.S. global dominance. China is often seen as a sleeping giant,
emerging out of poverty, backwardness, and totalitarianism and moving toward modernization. However, history shows that this vast country
is not newly awakening, but rather returning to its previous state of world eminence. With this compelling perspective in mind, D. E. Mungello
convincingly shows that contemporary relations between China and the West are far more like the 1500-1800 period than the more recent
past. This fully revised second edition retains the clear and concise qualities of its predecessor, while developing important new social and
cultural themes such as gender, sexuality, music, and technology. Drawing from the author's thirty years of experience teaching world history,
this book illustrates the importance of history to students and general readers trying to understand today's world.
This lavishly illustrated volume explores the history of China during a period of dramatic shifts and surprising transformations, from the
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founding of the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912) through to the present day. The Oxford Illustrated History of Modern China promises to be
essential reading for anyone who wants to understand this rising superpower on the verge of what promises to be the 'Chinese century',
introducing readers to important but often overlooked events in China's past, such as the bloody Taiping Civil War (1850-1864), which had a
death toll far higher than the roughly contemporaneous American Civil War. It also helps readers see more familiar landmarks in Chinese
history in new ways, such as the Opium War (1839-1842), the Boxer Uprising of 1900, the rise to power of the Chinese Communist Party in
1949, and the Tiananmen protests and Beijing Massacre of 1989. This is one of the first major efforts — and in many ways the most ambitious
to date — to come to terms with the broad sweep of modern Chinese history, taking readers from the origins of modern China right up through
the dramatic events of the last few years (the Beijing Games, the financial crisis, and China's rise to global economic pre-eminence) which
have so fundamentally altered Western views of China and China's place in the world.
China is now poised to take a key role on the world stage, but in the early twentieth century the situation could not have been more different.
Rana Mitter goes back to this pivotal moment in Chinese history to uncover the origins of the painful transition from a premodern past into a
modern world. By the 1920s the seemingly civilized world shaped over the last two thousand years by the legacy of the great philosopher
Confucius was falling apart in the face of western imperialism and internal warfare. Chinese cities still bore the imprints of its ancient past with
narrow, lanes and temples to long-worshipped gods, but these were starting to change with the influx of foreign traders, teachers, and
missionaries, all eager to shape China's ancient past into a modern present. Mitter takes us through the resulting social turmoil and political
promise, the devastating war against Japan in the 1940s, Communism and the Cultural Revolution of the 1960s, and the new era of hope in
the 1980s ended by the Tian'anmen uprising. He reveals the impetus behind the dramatic changes in Chinese culture and politics as being
China's "New Culture" - a strain of thought which celebrated youth, individualism, and the heady mixture of strange and seductive new
cultures from places as far apart as America, India, and Japan.
Spider Eaters is at once a moving personal story, a fascinating family history, and a unique chronicle of political upheaval told by a Chinese
woman who came of age during the turbulent years of the Cultural Revolution. With stunning honesty and a lively, sly humor, Rae Yang
records her life from her early years as the daughter of Chinese diplomats in Switzerland, to her girlhood at an elite middle school in Beijing,
to her adolescent experience as a Red Guard and later as a laborer on a pig farm in the remote northern wilderness. She tells of her eventual
disillusionment with the Maoist revolution, how remorse and despair nearly drove her to suicide, and how she struggled to make sense of
conflicting events that often blurred the line between victim and victimizer, aristocrat and peasant, communist and counter-revolutionary.
Moving gracefully between past and present, dream and reality, the author artfully conveys the vast complexity of life in China as well as the
richness, confusion, and magic of her own inner life and struggle. Much of the power of the narrative derives from Yang's multi-generational,
cross-class perspective. She invokes the myths, legends, folklore, and local customs that surrounded her and brings to life the many people
who were instrumental in her life: her nanny, a poor woman who raised her from a baby and whose character is conveyed through the
bedtime tales she spins; her father; and her beloved grandmother, who died as a result of the political persecution she suffered. Spanning the
years from 1950 to 1980, Rae Yang's story is evocative, complex, and told with striking candor. It is one of the most immediate and engaging
narratives of life in post-1949 China.
The relocation of Shanghai cotton mills to Hong Kong after the founding of the People's Republic in 1949 was an event of major significance
for Hong Kong's postwar economy. Focusing on the relationship between ethnicity and entrepreneurship, this book is a major contribution to
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the understanding of industrial management, in general, and the Chinese industrial base in Hong Kong in particular.
Contains primary source material.
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